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TWISTED CUBICS AND QUADRUPLES OF POINTS ON CUBIC
SURFACES
PAVEL POPOV
Abstract. We study relations in the Grothendieck ring of varieties which connect the Hilbert
scheme of points on a cubic hypersurface Y with a certain moduli space of twisted cubic curves
on Y . These relations are generalizations of the “beautiful” Y -F (Y ) relation by Galkin and
Shinder which connects Y with the Hilbert scheme of two points on Y and the Fano variety F (Y )
of lines on Y . We concentrate mostly on the case of cubic surfaces. The symmetries of 27 lines
on a smooth cubic surface give a lot of restrictions on possible forms of the relations.
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1. Introduction
There are different kinds of geometric objects associated to a given algebraic variety. Some
of these objects come in families. A certain moduli spaces which parameterise such objects
again have an algebro-geometric structure. They help to shed light on the hidden properties of
the algebraic variety. Different moduli spaces associated with one algebraic variety are closely
related. In this work, we will consider cubic hypersurfaces. The most simple geometric objects
on them are configurations of points and rational curves. We will explore some connections
between cubic hypersurfaces and moduli spaces of such objects on them.
Date: October 11, 2018.
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1.1. Lines on cubic hypersurfaces. Consider a cubic hypersurface Y ⊂ Pd+1 over a field k.
Let F (Y ) denote the reduced Fano scheme of lines on Y . For smooth Y the Fano scheme F (Y )
is a smooth projective variety of dimension 2d− 4, [AK77].
Question 1.1. How does the geometry of Y and F (Y ) relate?
The following answer is given in [GS14]. Passing a line through two generic points on Y
one can obtain the third point on Y . In other words, there is a rational map from the Hilbert
scheme Y [2] of two points to Y . This map is a composition of two. The first one is a birational
isomorphism φ between Y [2] and the variety of pairs
W = {(l, p)| a line l ⊂ Pd+1, a point p ∈ l ∩ Y }.
It sends a pair of points to the line passing through them and the third point of intersection
with Y . The other is a Zariski locally trivial fibration from W to Y with fiber Pd. It sends a
pair (l, p) ∈ W to the point p.
(1.1)
W
Y [2] Y
φ
The Grothendieck ring K0[Vark] of k-varieties as an abelian group is generated by the iso-
morphism classes of reduced, quasi-projective k-schemes. The relations are
[X ] = [Y ] + [X \ Y ],
whenever Y is a closed subscheme of X . See Section 2.1 for details.
A careful analysis of the locus of indeterminacy of birational isomorphism φ gives the following
“beautiful” Y -F (Y ) relation [GS14] in the Grothendieck ring of varieties K0[Vark]:
(1.2) [Y [2]] = [Pd][Y ] + L2[F (Y )],
where L := [A1] ∈ K0[Vark] is the Lefschetz class. This birational isomorphism was also
studied in [Voi17] and used to show that CH0(Y ) is universally trivial for certain smooth cubic
hypersurfaces of dimensions 3 and 4.
The relation (1.2) is beautiful since, first of all, it has the same elegant form for any cubic
hypersurface over any field k. Secondly, it is a relation in any realization of the Grothendieck
ring of varieties K0[Vark]. While the ring K0[Vark] is too complicated one may consider a
realization homomorphism (i.e. ring homomorphism) to another ring R. There are realizations
in the classes of stable birational equivalence, in the Grothendieck ring of categories, in the
Grothendieck ring of rational Chow motives etc. In some literature realization homomorphisms
called motivic measures. See Section 2.1 for details.
Different kinds of invariants of the Fano variety F (Y ) may be computed using the Y -F (Y )
relation (1.2). For example, one can easily compute the number of lines on real and complex
smooth or singular cubic surfaces. On the other hand, one can compute the Hodge structure
of H∗(F (Y ),Q) for a smooth complex cubic Y of an arbitrary dimension d. In [DLR17] this
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relation is used to calculate zeta functions of the Fano variety F (Y ) for smooth cubic threefolds
and fourfolds and answer some questions about lines on cubic hypersurfaces over finite fields.
Remark 1.2. Let k be a field of characteristic 0. Denote by ChowQ the Grothendieck’s category
of Chow k-motives, [Sch94]. The Gillet–Soule´ motivic realization homomorphism
µmot : K0[Vark]→ K0(ChowQ)
sends the class [Xk] of a smooth projective variety to the class [h(Xk)] of its motive. The Y -F (Y )
relation (1.2) implies a relation in K0(ChowQ). In [Lat17] it was shown that the Y -F (Y ) relation
lifts to an equivalence in the category of Chow motives:
h(Y [2]) ∼= h(F (Y ))(2)⊕
d⊕
i=0
h(Y )(i).
The Y -F (Y ) relation also implies a relation on the level of categories. More precisely, the
categorical realization homomorphism
µcat : K0[Vark]→ K0[dg-catk]
sends the class [Xk] of a smooth projective variety to the class [D(Xk)] of the bounded de-
rived category of coherent sheaves on Xk in the Grothendieck ring of pre-triangulated dg-
categories, [BLL04]. The relations in this ring come from semi-orthogonal decompositions. We
recall the details in Section 2.1.
In the case of smooth cubic fourfolds the class [D(Y )] is equal to [AY ] + 3, where AY is
a certain subcategory in D(Y ). By many features the category AY looks like the derived
category of a K3-surface, [Kuz10]. The Y -F (Y ) relation allows to express [D(F (Y ))] through
the class [AY ]:
[D(F (Y ))] = [Sym2GKAY ],
where SymnGKC are symmetric power operations in the category K0[dg-catk], [GK14]. For certain
special cubic fourfolds this relation lifts to an equivalence of categories. This follows from the
isomorphism F (Y ) ∼= Hilb2(S), [BD85], where S is a K3-surface. Sergey Galkin conjectured an
equivalence D(F (Y )) ∼= Sym2GKAY for all smooth cubic fourfolds. We discuss this in detail in
Section 4.
1.2. Configurations of points on cubic hypersurfaces. The Y -F (Y ) relation (1.2) uses the
Hilbert scheme of two points on Y to give a connection between Y and the Fano variety F (Y )
of lines on Y . It also can be rewritten in the form (1.3) (see Example 1.6 below) using the
symmetric square Y (2) of Y instead of the Hilbert scheme. In this paper we consider both Y [n]
and Y (n) as “moduli spaces of configurations of points on Y ”. Some times we will also consider
the variety Y {n} ⊂ Y (n) of unordered configurations of n different points.
The symmetric powers Y (n) are related to K-points on Y for finite field extensions K/k. The
basic question on K-points is about their existence on Y . The existence of a k-point is a stable
birational invariant. According to [LL03] the quotient ring K0[Vark]/(L) as an abelian group is
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freely generated by classes of stable birational equivalence and any relation [X ] ≡ [Y ] (mod L)
implies a stable birational equivalence of smooth projective connected varieties X and Y . In
particular the Y -F (Y ) relation (1.2) implies that Y and Y [2] are stably birationally equivalent.
This also follows from the diagram (1.1). If on a smooth cubic Y there is a point defined over
a quadratic field extension then there is a point defined over the ground field. We discuss this
in details in Section 3. See also Section 2.1 for the full form of the result from [LL03].
In May of 2015 Ja´nos Kolla´r asked Sergey Galkin the following question:
Question 1.3. (Ja´nos Kolla´r) Are there other ”beautiful” formulae which express higher
Hilbert schemes of points on a cubic hypersurface Y (or symmetric powers of Y ) through
lower Hilbert schemes of points and something else? Is there some formula which connects the
fourth Hilbert scheme Y [4] and Y in the Grothendieck ring of varieties?
The positive answer to this question may help to solve the following conjecture by Cassels
and Swinnerton-Dyer stated in the 1970s, [Cor76a]:
Conjecture 1.4. Let Y be a cubic hypersurface over a field k. Suppose Y has a point defined
over an extension field K/k of degree n prime to 3. Then Y also has a point over the ground
field k.
The case of n = 2 follows from the Y -F (Y ) relation (1.2) and the case of n = 4 is an open
question. Daniel Coray, [Cor76a], [Cor76b], shows that this conjecture is true in the case of
cubic surfaces over local fields and in the case of singular cubic surfaces. Also he shows that if
a cubic surface has a point over a field extension K/k of degree prime to 3 then it has a point
over a field of degree 1, 4 or 10. Thereby Coray already reduced the general conjecture to the
cases of n = 4 and n = 10. In this work we will concentrate on the case of n = 4.
In order to study some questions about all the symmetric powers of X together one can
organise them in a power series, so called Kapranov’s zeta function, in some literature it is
called “motivic zeta function”,
ZKap(X, t) =
∞∑
n=0
X(n)tn ∈ K0[Vark][[t]].
If k is a finite field, µ : [X ] 7→ |X(k)| defines a realization µ : K0[Vark] → Z, where |X(k)|
denotes the number of k-points on X . The image under µ of the Kapranov’s zeta function is the
Hasse-Weil zeta function which is rational as a function of t by Dwork’s theorem. In [Kap00]
Kapranov asked whether the rationality holds for ZKap(X, t). He proved rationality in the case
of curves. In [LL03] the authors prove that in general Kapranov’s zeta function is not rational
for surfaces. See [LL18] for a summary and recent results on the rationality of Kapranov’s zeta
function. The case of a non-rational cubic surface is an open question.
1.3. Beautiful formulae. Motivated by Y -F (Y ) relation (1.2) we are going to search for con-
nections between Y and higher symmetric powers Y (n) of Y in the Grothendieck ring of varieties
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K0[Vark]. Let us introduce some definitions before stating the precise form of Question 1.3 that
we are going to answer.
Consider a polynomial expression P with formal symbols [Y ] = [Y (1)], [Y (n)], [Xi(Y )], L.
We will call such an expression a formula with varieties Xi(Y ) if it is linear in variables [Xi(Y )].
We assign degree to a polynomial expression P by assigning degree 1 to [Y ], n to [Y (n)] and
degree 0 to other variables. We say that P is a formula of degree n if P has degree n, i.e. it
consists of monomials of degree n and less.
Let (P) be some property: any, smooth, singular, singular of some type, of dimension n
etc. Let X1(Y ), . . . , Xm(Y ) be some varieties constructed naturally for any cubic hyper-
surface Y with property (P) over any field k. We can evaluate a formula P with vari-
eties X1(Y ), . . . , Xm(Y ) in the Grothendieck ring of varieties K0[Vark] by sending [Y ] to the
class of Y , [Y (n)] to the classes of symmetric powers Symn(Y ), L to the class of an affine line A1
and [Xi(Y )] to the class of the variety Xi(Y ). Moreover for any realization µ : K0[Vark]→ R, we
can evaluate a formula P in the ring R. We will say that P is a formula in the ring R for cubic
hypersurfaces Y of type (P) with varieties X1(Y ), . . . , Xm(Y ) if the µ realization of P is zero
for any cubic surface Y with property (P) over any field k (maybe except some fields of small
characteristic). We will call a formula P homogeneous if there are no additional varieties Xi(Y ).
Definition 1.5. We will say that a formula P for cubic hypersurfaces Y of type (P) is beautiful
if it is a formula in the Grothendieck ring of varieties K0[Vark]. In other words P is a formula
in the ring R for all realizations µ : K0[Vark] → R. This means that P is zero after evaluation
in K0[Vark] for all cubic hypersurfaces Y with property (P) over any field k (maybe except some
fields of small characteristic).
Example 1.6. For a smooth cubic hypersurface the Y -F (Y ) relation (1.2) may be rewritten
in the following form, [GS14]:
(1.3) [Y (2)] = (1 + Ld)[Y ] + L2[F (Y )].
This is an example of a beautiful formula of degree 2 for smooth cubic hypersurfaces Y with the
Fano variety F (Y ).
Remark 1.7. Sometimes we will specify that the above-defined formulae are in Sym-form. We
make a parallel definition for formulae in Hilb-form by using Hilbert schemes Y [n] instead of Y (n).
In the case of smooth surfaces S any formula in Sym-form imply some formula in Hilb-form and
vice versa. More precisely, for char k > n subrings in K0[Vark] generated by L, [S
(1)], . . . , [S(n)]
and by L, [S [1]], . . . , [S [n]] coincide thanks to the Go¨ttsche formula (2.7).
Remark 1.8. A beautiful formula is still a beautiful formula after multiplication by some
class [X ]. However, it may become less powerful. For example, after multiplication by L, we
can not derive any information about stable birational geometry.
Question 1.9. Is there a beautiful formula of degree 4 for cubic hypersurfaces Y with some
varieties Xi(Y ) ?
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The Fano variety F (Y ) is not enough to obtain any relations due to the following result
which we will show in Section 5.
Theorem 1.10. There are no beautiful formulae of degree 3 or 4 for smooth cubic surfaces S
with the Fano variety F (S).
1.4. Twisted cubics on cubic hypersurfaces. Motivated by the Fano variety of lines one
may consider moduli spaces of smooth rational curves of arbitrary degree d on Y . For d > 2
these spaces are no longer compact. To be specific we let Md(Y ) denote the compactification
in the Hilbert scheme Hilbdn+1(Y ), where dn+ 1 is the Hilbert polynomial in variable n.
The spaceM2(Y ) does not provide anything new in comparison withM1(Y ) = F (Y ). Indeed,
any rational curve C of degree 2 on Y spans a two-dimensional linear subspace P2 ⊂ Pd+1 which,
in turn, cuts out a plane curve of degree 3 from Y . As this curve contains C, it must have a line L
as a residual component. Mapping [C] to [L] defines a natural morphism M2(Y ) → M1(Y ).
The fiber is the space of planes in Pd+1 which contain the line.
The geometry of M3(Y ) is much more interesting. Let Y ⊂ P
5 be a smooth cubic hypersur-
face that does not contain a plane. In [LLSvS17] the authors show that the moduli spaceM3(Y )
of generalized twisted cubic curves on Y is a smooth and irreducible projective variety of di-
mension 10. Any twisted cubic C on Y spans a three-dimensional linear subspace P3 which
in turn cuts out a cubic surface S. Twisted cubics on a smooth cubic surface come in 72
two-dimensional families. These families become P2-families after the compactification by gen-
eralized twisted cubics. In case of cubic surfaces with at most rational double point singularities
generalized twisted cubics also form P2-families, [LLSvS17]. The intersection S = P3 ∩ Y can
have more complicated singularities and generalized twisted cubics on such S no longer form
two-dimensional families. Nevertheless, it is possible to make a contraction of the whole moduli
space M3(Y ) with the fiber P
2.
In [LLSvS17] the authors construct a two-step contraction M3(Y )
a
→ Z ′(Y )
σ
→ Z(Y ).
Where a is a P2-fiber bundle and σ is the blow-up of Z(Y ) along Y . When k = C the va-
riety Z(Y ) is a smooth eight-dimensional holomorphically symplectic manifold. We will refer
to it as the LLSvS variety Z(Y ) and morally understand it as a “moduli space of P2-families
of generalized twisted cubics on Y ”. In the case of a cubic surface S with at most rational
double singularities we will denote by Z(S) the variety of P2-families of generalized twisted
cubics on S and also refer to it as the LLSvS variety Z(S). We recall results on Z(Y ) and Z(S)
in Section 2.4.
In the Grothendieck ring of varieties [M3(Y )] can be expressed through [Y ], [Z(Y )] and L.
[M3(Y )] = [P
2]([Z(Y )]− [Y ] + P3[Y ])
That is why any beautiful formula with M3(Y ) implies a beautiful formula with the LLSvS
variety Z(Y ). Further we will use the LLSvS variety Z(Y ) when we talk about moduli spaces
of twisted cubics on Y . It the case of cubic surfaces S with at most rational double point sin-
gularities by [LLSvS17, Theorem 2.1] (see Theorem 2.8 below) the moduli space of generalized
twisted cubic curves on S is Z(S)× P2.
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In the case of smooth cubic fourfolds, there is a similar connection between the Hilbert scheme
of four points and Z(Y ) as between the second Hilbert scheme and F (Y ). More precisely for
certain smooth cubic fourfolds Y without a plane the LLSvS variety Z(Y ) is deformation equiv-
alent to Hilb4(S) for some K3 surface. Sergey Galkin conjectured that D(Z(Y )) ∼= Sym4GKAY .
We discuss this in Section 4.
Question 1.11. (Main question) Is there a beautiful formula of degree 4 for cubic hypersurfaces
Y with the LLSvS variety Z(Y )?
1.5. Results. In order to investigate the existence of beautiful formulae, we will use three
different realizations from the Grothendieck ring of varieties K0[Vark] to other rings.
• The Gillet-Soule´ motivic realization µmot in the Grothendieck ring K0(ChowQ) of the
category of Chow k-motives.
• The Larsen-Lunts stable birational realization µsb in the ring Z[SBk] generated by classes
of stable birational equivalence of smooth connected projective varieties.
• The Bondal-Larsen-Lunts categorical realization µcat in the ring K0[dg-catk] generated
by quasi-equivalence classes of pre-triangulated dg-categories modulo some relations
coming from semi-orthogonal decompositions.
See Section 2.1 for details.
In Section 5 we restrict ourselves to the case of cubic surfaces and use the Gillet-Soule´ motivic
realization. Any twisted cubic or a generic quadruple of points on a cubic hypersurface Y
spans P3 ⊂ Pd+1 which in turn cuts out a cubic surface S. So one may hope to generalize a
beautiful formula for S of degree 4 with the LLSvS variety Z(S) to higher dimensions. The
case of five points on a surface is already too degenerate.
The geometric Ne´ron-Severi group N(S) := Pic(S⊗ k¯) of a smooth cubic surface S has a big
group of isometries, see Section 2.3 for details. This group is the Weyl groupW of type E6 and
its action on N(S) can be obtained through the Galois action. These symmetries give a lot of
restrictions on the possible beautiful formulae for S. We obtain in Section 5.1 the following
results:
Theorem 5.16. The only possible form (up to multiplication) of a beautiful formula of degree 4
for smooth cubic surfaces S with the LLSvS variety Z(S) is the following S-Z(S) relation:
L4[Z(S)] = [S(4)]− (1− L+ L2)[S(3)]− L[S][S(2)] + (L+ L2 + L3)[S2](5.9)
− 2L2[S(2)]− (L− L2 + L3 − L4 + L5)[S] + (L2 + L4 + L6).
More precisely it is a unique (up to multiplication) formula of degree 4 that holds in K0(ChowQ)
for smooth cubic surfaces S with the LLSvS variety Z(S).
In terms of Hilbert schemes this relation has the following form:
L4[Z(S)] = [S [4]]− (1− L+ L2)[S [3]]− 2L[S][S [2]] + (2L+ L2 + 2L3)[S2](5.10)
− 3L2[S [2]]− (L− 2L2 − 2L4 + L5)[S] + (L2 + L4 + L6).
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Theorem 5.17. The S-Z(S) relation (5.10) lifts to an equivalence in the category ChowQ of
Chow k-motives:
h(Z(S))(4)⊕ h(S [3])⊕ h(S [3])(2)⊕ h(S × S [2])(1)⊕2 ⊕ h(S [2])(2)⊕3 ⊕ h(S)⊕ h(S)(5) ∼=
h(S [4])⊕ h(S [3])(2)⊕ h(S2)(1)⊕2 ⊕ h(S2)(2)⊕ h(S2)(3)⊕2 ⊕ h(S)(2)⊕2 ⊕ h(S)(4)⊕2⊕
Q(2)⊕Q(4)⊕Q(6).
In Section 5.2 we will use the same realization in the case of singular cubic surfaces with,
at most, rational double point singularities. We obtain the following analogs of the S-Z(S)
relation (5.9) in the case of singular cubic surfaces with one rational double point singularity
of type A1 or A2.
Lemma 5.18. Let S be a cubic surface over a field k with one rational double point singularity
of type A1. Denote by A(S) the zero-dimensional scheme (which may not have a k-point) of
lines passing through the singular point, then:
(5.11) K0[Vark] ∋ [S] = 1 + [A(S)]L+ L
2 +∆,
where ∆ = P1 − [C] and C is a smooth conic (which also may not have a k-point).
Theorem 5.24. Let S be any singular cubic surface with one singularity of type A1 such
that ∆ = 0, see Lemma 5.18. The following relation is a beautiful formula (i.e. it holds
in K0[Vark]) of degree 4 for S with the LLSvS variety Z(S):
L4[Z(S)] = [S(4)]− (1− L+ L2)[S(3)]− L[S][S(2)] + (L+ L2 + L3)[S2]−
− L2[S(2)]− (L+ 2L3 + L5)[S] + (L2 + L3 + L4 + L5 + L6).
(5.18)
Theorem 5.29. Let S be any singular cubic surface with one singularity of type A2. The
following relation is a beautiful formula (i.e. it holds in K0[Vark]) of degree 4 for S with the
LLSvS variety Z(S) and the variety A(S) of lines passing through the singular point:
L4[Z(S)] = [S(4)]− (1− L+ L2)[S(3)]− L[S][S(2)] + (L+ L2 + L3)[S2]−(5.20)
− L2[S(2)]− (L+ 2L3 + L5)[S] + L2 + L3 + L4[A(S)] + L5 + L6.
In Section 3 we use the stable birational realization µsb : K0[Vark]→ Z[SBk]. In other words,
we investigate formulae modulo L. This gives us some obstructions to possible forms of beautiful
formulae. In particular, we will show that the S-Z(S) relation (5.9) can not be true in the
Grothendieck ring of varieties K0[Vark].
In Section 4 we use the categorical realization µcat : K0[Vark] → K0[dg-catk]. In this realiza-
tion µcat(L) = 1. Under certain assumptions we obtain a hypothetical form of the Y -Z(Y ) for
a smooth cubic fourfold Y :
Conjecture 1.12. The following relation holds in the Grothendieck ring of varieties K0[Vark]:
L4[Z(Y )] = [Y (4)]− (1 + L2 + L4)[Y (3)] + L2[Y ][Y (2)]− (L2 + L6)[Y 2]
+ L4[Y (2)]− (L2 + L6 + L10)[Y ].
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In Appendix we place character tables for the Weyl group W of type E6 and some related
groups. We also summarize there all the forms of the S-Z(S) relation that we obtain.
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2. Preliminaries
In Section 2.1 we recall the basics on the Grothendieck ring of varieties. While this ring is
too complicated one may consider realizations from this ring to some simpler rings. We list
certain realizations which we will need in further sections. In Section 2.2 we introduce the
Burnside ring of a field. This ring will help us later to obtain some relations between classes
of zero dimensional schemes in the Grothendieck ring of varieties. In Section 2.3 we describe
symmetries of 27 lines on a smooth cubic surface S. These symmetries can be viewed through
the rich structure on H2(S,Z). Finally, in Section 2.4 we recall some results about the LLSvS
variety Z(Y ) of P2-families of generalized twisted cubic curves on a cubic hypersurface Y .
2.1. The Grothendieck ring of varieties. The Grothendieck ring of varieties appeared for
the first time as the ”K-group” in the Grothendieck’s letter [CS01] to Serre dated 16 Au-
gust 1964. Let k be a field. The Grothendieck ring K0[Vark] of k-varieties as an abelian group
is generated by the isomorphism classes of reduced, quasi-projective k-schemes. The relations
are
[X ] = [Y ] + [X \ Y ],
whenever Y is a closed subscheme of X .
The multiplication in K0[Vark] is defined by [X ] · [Y ] = [X ×k Y ]. The neutral element
is 1 = [Spec(k)]. We denote by L := [A1k] the class of an affine line. Detailed references on the
Grothendieck ring of varieties are [Loo02, Bit04].
Let E over B be a Zariski locally-trivial fibration with the fiber F . Then
(2.1) [E] = [F ] · [B].
This is proved by induction on dimension of B.
Let X to be a smooth variety and W ⊂ X be a smooth closed subvariety of codimension c.
Then
(2.2) [BlowW (X)]− [P(NW/X)] = [X ]− [W ],
where BlowW (X) is the blow up of X in W and NW/X is the normal bundle to W . Note
that [P(NW/X)] = [P
c−1][W ] by (2.1). If k is of characteristic zero, then there is an alternative
description of the Grothendieck ring K0[Vark] due to Bittner: the generators are classes of
smooth projective connected varieties and the relations are of the form (2.2), [Bit04].
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For us a pre-λ-ring is a commutative ring with an identity element 1 and a set of operations
λn such that
(1) λ0(x) = 1;
(2) λ1(x) = x;
(3) λn(x+ y) =
∑
i+j=n λ
i(x)λj(y).
Denote by Symn(X) =: X(n) the n-th symmetric powers of X . For each n > 0 the
operations X 7→ Symn(X) descends to K0[Vark] and define the pre-λ-ring structure on it,
i.e. λk([X ]) = [X(n)], [GZLMH06, GZLMH13].
Consider a power series Λ(x, t) =
∑∞
n=0 λ
n(x)tn. Then the axioms of a pre-λ-ring is equivalent
to the requirement that Λ(x, t) = 1 + xt+
∑∞
n=2 λ
n(x)tn and it is multiplicative, i.e
Λ(x+ y, t) = Λ(x, t) · Λ(y, t).
In these terms the structure of a pre-λ-ring on K0[Vark] is defined by the multiplicative Kapra-
nov’s zeta function:
ZKap(X, t) = 1 + [X ]t +
∞∑
n=2
[X(n)]tn ∈ K0[Vark][[t]].
We also have, [Go¨t01, Lemma 4.4]:
(2.3) Symn(Lmα) = LnmSymn(α), α ∈ K0[Vark].
The Grothendieck ring of varieties is still very poorly understood. We will call a ring mor-
phism µ from K0[Vark] to any ring R a realization homomorphism with values in R. Some
authors used the term motivic measure for a ring homomorphism µ : K0[Vark]→ R. See [GS14]
for some well-known examples of realization homomorphisms and their application to the study
of cubic hypersurfaces. Here we list the realization homomorphisms which will be used in this
work.
2.1.1. Stable birational realization. Two smooth projective varieties X and Y are called stably
birationally equivalent if for some n,m > 1 the variety X × Pm is birationally equivalent
to Y × Pn.
Let Z[SBk] be a free abelian group generated by the stable birational equivalence classes of
smooth, projective, irreducible k-varieties. One can equip it with multiplication that given by
the product of varieties, [LL03]. In characteristic zero, the quotient of K0[Vark] by the principal
ideal (L) is naturally isomorphic to the ring Z[SBk]. In other words there exists a realization
homomorphism
µsb : K0[Vark]→ Z[SBk],
which sends the class [Xk] of a smooth projective variety to its stable birational equivalence
class.
We will need the following result:
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Theorem 2.1. [LL03] Let k be a field of characteristic zero. If X and Y1, . . . , Ym are smooth
projective connected varieties and
K0[Vark]/L ∋ [X ] =
m∑
j=1
nj[Yj]
for some nj ∈ Z, then X is stably birationally equivalent to one of the Yj.
Remark 2.2. Note that Theorem 2.1 also can be applied to singular X and Yi if their singu-
larities are L-singularities. We say that X has L-singularities if [X˜ ] ≡ [X ] (mod L), where X˜
is a resolution of singularities. This definition does not depend on the choice of X˜ since the
kernel of the realization µsb is the ideal generated by L.
2.1.2. Categorical realization. The ring K0[dg-catk] as an abelian group is generated by quasi-
equivalence classes of pre-triangulated dg-categories. The relations are
[C] = [A] + [B]
whenever there is a semi-orthogonal decomposition C = 〈A,B〉. See Section 4 in [BLL04] for
details and the definition of the product on this ring. There exists a realization homomorphism
µcat : K0[Vark]→ K0[dg-catk]
which sends the class [Xk] of a smooth projective variety to the class [D(X)] of its bounded
derived category. Note that µcat(P
d) = d+ 1, [BLL04, Example 7.4], and so µcat(L) = 1.
Symmetric power operations SymnGK in sense of Ganter and Kapranov, [GK14], give rise
to λ-operations on K0[dg-catk], [GS15]. This allows to define the Galkin-Shinder’s categorical
zeta-function:
ZGS(C, t) =
∞∑
n>0
[SymnGKC]t
n.
Let X be a smooth projective variety. The expressions for µcat([X
(n)]) follow from the rela-
tion [GS15, BGLL17] between ZKap(X, t) and ZGS(X, t):
(2.4) ZGS(µcat([X ]), t) =
∞∏
m>1
µcat(ZKap(X, t
m)).
Example 2.3. Comparing coefficients of t2 in (2.4) we obtain:
(2.5) µcat([X
(2)]) = Sym2GK(µcat([X ]))− µcat([X ]).
Let X be m isolated points, i.e. [X ] = m in K0[Vark]. From (2.5) it follows that
(2.6) Sym2GK(m) =
(
m
2
)
+ 2m.
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2.1.3. Gillet–Soule´ motivic realization. Let k be a field of characteristic zero. Denote by ChowQ
the Grothendieck’s category of Chow k-motives, [Sch94]. There exists [GS96] a realization
homomorphism
µmot : K0[Vark]→ K0(ChowQ)
such that in the case X is smooth and projective, µmot([X ]) = [h(X)] the class of the mo-
tive. This is a homomorphism of pre-λ-rings since µmot([Sym
nX ]) = [Symnh(X)], [BN98], see
also [Go¨t01, Theorem 2.2] for detailed discussion.
Let ChowArtQ be the full subcategory of ChowQ generated by the motives of smooth zero-
dimensional projective varieties and their summands. We will call these motives Artin motives.
The motive h(X) of a smooth zero-dimensional projective variety is completely described by the
action of the Galois group Galk on its geometric points. There exists an equivalence of Chow
Art
Q
with the category of Galois representations which sends h(X) to the associated Galois mod-
ule QX(k¯), [SP11]. By a Galois representation here we understand a rational finite-dimensional
representation of the Galois group Galk such that the action of Galk factors through a finite
group.
There exists a motive L ∈ ChowQ, called the Lefschetz motive, such that the motive of the
projective line decomposes as h(P1) = h(Spec(k)) ⊕ L. Note that by construction [Sch94] the
motive L is an invertible motive, i.e. there exists L−1 such that L ⊗ L−1 ∼= Q := h(pt). We
will call a motive in ChowQ zero-dimensional if it is a finite direct sum of ML
n := M ⊗ Ln
where M is an Artin motive. Denote by Chow0Q ⊂ ChowQ the full subcategory generated
by zero-dimensional motives. This category is equivalent to the category of graded Galois
representations.
2.1.4. Go¨ttsche formula. The following relation [Go¨t01, LL18] in K0[Vark] connects symmetric
powers X(n) and Hilbert schemes of points X [n] in the case of a smooth surface S.
(2.7)
∞∑
n=0
[S [n]]tn =
∞∏
i=1
ZKap(S,L
i−1ti).
Example 2.4. The coefficients of t2, t3 and t4 give the following relations
[S [2]] = [S(2)] + L[S],
[S [3]] = [S(3)] + L[S2] + L2[S],
[S [4]] = [S(4)] + L[S][S(2)] + L2[S(2)] + L2[S2] + L3[S].
2.2. Burnside ring. Let G be a discrete group. Denote by Burn+(G) the set of isomorphism
classes of finite G-sets. It is a commutative semi-ring with addition and multiplication given
by disjoint union and Cartesian product. As an additive monoid it is a free commutative
monoid generated by isomorphism classes of finite irreducible G-orbits, i.e. conjugacy classes
of subgroups of G of finite index. The Burnside ring Burn(G) is defined as the associated
Grothendieck ring. It is a combinatorial avatar of the representation ring of G. The pre-λ-ring
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structure on Burn(G) is defined by the operations λn(S) = [Sn/Sn], where S is a G-set, [Ro¨k11].
Denote by Burn(k) the Burnside ring Burn(Gal(k)) of the Galois group Galk considered as a
discrete group. See [Ro¨k11] for details about Burnside ring of a field and its connections with
the Grothendieck ring of varieties K0[Vark].
Denote by Burn+(k) the set of isomorphism classes of smooth zero dimensional schemes of
finite length over k. It is a commutative semi-ring and generated as an additive monoid by
isomorphism classes of finite field extensions K/k. The Burnside ring Burn(k) is naturally
identified with the Grothendieck ring of the semi-ring Burn+(k).
From the last description of Burn(k) we see a natural map Artk : Burn(k) → K0[Vark]. This
is a homomorphism of pre-λ-rings, [Ro¨k11].
Remark 2.5. The map Artk : Burn(k) → K0[Vark] is an embedding for algebraically closed
fields, finite fields and fields of characteristic zero [LS10].
2.3. The 27 lines. Let S be a smooth cubic surface over a perfect field k. It is a classical
result [Cay49], [Sal49] that over algebraically closed field k¯ there are 27 lines on S. There is
a natural action of a certain group on the set of these lines. Consider the geometric Ne´ron-
Severi group N(S) := Pic(S ⊗ k¯). Denote by KS ∈ N(S) the canonical class of S. According
to [Man74] the group N(S) has the following structure:
(1) The group N(S) = Z7 =
6⊕
i=0
ZEi.
(2) The class KS = −3E0 + E1 + · · ·+ E6.
(3) The intersection form N(S)×N(S)→ Z is given by:
(E0, E0) = 1, (Ei, Ej) = −δij for j 6= 0.
(4) The set R = {r ∈ N(S) | (r,KS) = 0, (r, r) = −2} is the root system of the Weyl
group W of the Lie group E6.
(5) The set I = {l ∈ N(S) | (l, KS) = −1, (l, l) = −1} consists of classes of lines on S.
The group which stabilizes KS and preserves the intersection form is W. This group acts on
the set of lines I and on the set of roots R.
Remark 2.6. Geometrically we can see this structure in the following way. Over k¯ surface S is
a blow up of P2 in six points. Then E1, . . . , E6 are the exceptional lines of this blow up and E0
is the image of the class of a line in P2.
The 27 classes of lines, i.e. vectors from I have the following description in terms of Ei.
• Six vectors Ei, i 6= 0.
• Fifteen vectors E0 − Ei −Ej , i 6= j 6= 0.
• Six vectors 2E0 + Ei −
∑6
j=1Ej , i 6= 0.
The 72 vectors of the root system R have the following description in terms of Ei.
• One vector 2E0 −
∑
Ei.
• Twenty vectors E0 −Ei − Ej − Ek, i 6= j 6= k 6= 0.
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• Thirty vectors Ei − Ej, i 6= j.
• Twenty vectors −E0 + Ei + Ej + Ek, i 6= j 6= k 6= 0.
• One vector −2E0 +
∑6
i=1Ei.
2.4. Twisted cubics. Let Y be a smooth cubic hypersurface. LetM3(Y ) denote the compacti-
fication of the subscheme of twisted cubic curves in the Hilbert scheme Hilb3n+1(Y ), where 3n+1
is the Hilbert polynomial in variable n. The scheme M3(Y ) =: Hilb
gtc(Y ) is a moduli space of
generalized twisted cubic curves on Y . Geometry of M3(Y ) is quite interesting.
Theorem 2.7. [LLSvS17] Let Y ⊂ P5 be a smooth cubic hypersurface that does not contain a
plane. Then the moduli space M3(Y ) of generalised twisted cubic curves on Y is a smooth and
irreducible projective variety of dimension 10. Further, there is a smooth eight-dimensional holo-
morphically symplectic manifold Z(Y ) and morphisms u : M3(Y ) → Z(Y ) and j : Y → Z(Y )
with the following properties:
(1) The morphism j is a closed embedding of Y as a Lagrangian submanifold in Z(Y ).
(2) The morphism u factors as follows:
M3(Y ) Z(Y )
Z ′
a σ
u
where a : M3(Y ) → Z
′ is a P2-fiber bundle and σ : Z ′ → Z(Y ) is the blow-up of Z(Y )
along Y .
In the case of cubic surfaces S with at most rational double point singularities generalized
twisted cubic curves come in P2-families. Let S˜ → S be a minimal resolution of such a
singular cubic surface S. The smooth surface S˜ is a weak Del Pezzo surface. The orthogonal
complement Λ := K⊥
S˜
⊂ H2(S˜,Z) of the canonical divisor is a negative definite root lattice of
type E6, [LLSvS17]. The components of the exceptional divisor of this minimal resolution S˜
are (−2)-curves whose classes form a subset in the root system R ⊂ Λ that is a root basis for
a subsystem R0 ⊂ R. The connected components of the Dynkin diagram of R0 are in bijection
with the singularities of S. This limits the possible combinations of singularity types of S to the
following list: A1, 2A1, A2, 3A1, A1+A2, A3, 4A1, 2A1+A2, A1+A3, 2A2, A4, D4, 2A1+A3, A1+
2A2, A5, D5, A1 + A5, 3A2, E6, see [Dol12] for details.
Theorem 2.8. [LLSvS17] Let S be a cubic surface with at most rational double point singular-
ities. Then
Hilbgtc(S)red ∼= (R/W(R0))× P
2.
That is why the set geometric points of Z(S) is R/W(R0).
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3. When L = 0. Obstructions from stable birational geometry
In this section we are going to use the stable birational realization, Section 2.1.1:
µsb : K0[Vark]→ Z[SBk].
The kernel of this map is the ideal generated by L, [LL03]. In other words we will investigate
beautiful formulae modulo L. This realization allows us to distinguish elements in K0[Vark] using
stable birational invariants. The main tool to pass some information in the other direction is
Theorem 2.1 by Larsen and Lunts.
The existence of a k-point is a stable birational invariant. In [Nis55] it is proved that if a
regular k-scheme has a k-point then any proper k-scheme birational to it also has a k-point.
Around 1992 Endre Szabo´ found a new short argument. The proof is reproduced in [KS99,
Proposition A.6] and in [KSC04, page 183].
Let k be any field and Y be any cubic hypersurface over k. There exists always a k-point on
the third symmetric power Y (3). Indeed, pass any k-line. If the intersection with Y is a line
than Y has a k-point. Otherwise, the intersection is a zero dimensional scheme. If this scheme
has no k-points then Y has a K-point for some field extension of degree 3. This K-point gives
a k-point on Y (3). In the other case Y already has a k-point and so Y (3), too.
Lemma 3.1. Let n,m be natural numbers and assume that n is prime to 3. Then there exists
a smooth cubic surface S such that S(n) is not stably birationally equivalent to S(3m). More-
over S(n1)× · · ·×S(nk) is not stably birationally equivalent to S(3m) if some of ni is prime to 3.
Proof. There exist smooth cubic surfaces which have no points over any field extension K/k of
degree prime to 3. For example, Lemma 3.4. in [CM04], consider a cubic surface S over k = Qp
defined by an equation x30 + px
3
1 + p
2x32 − ax
3
3, where a is not a cube modulo p. Comparing
valuations, it is easy to see that S has no Qp-points. Over local fields Cassels and Swinnerton-
Dyer Conjecture 1.4 is a theorem. That is why this cubic surface S has no points over field
extensions K/k of degree prime to 3. It follows that symmetric powers S(n) can not have
a k-point when n prime to 3. Other symmetric powers S(3n) always have a k-point.
Since the existence of a k-point is a stable birational invariant, as discussed above, S(n) is
not stably birationally equivalent to S(3m). The scheme S(n1) × · · · × S(nk) also does not have
a k-point if some ni is prime to 3. 
Theorem 3.2. Suppose a formula in K0[Vark] for a smooth cubic surface S with some varieties
modulo L has the following form
(3.1) [S(3m)] ≡
∑
i
[S(n
i
1
) × · · · × S
(ni
ki
)
] (mod L),
where for each i some of nij is prime to 3. Then this formula is not beautiful, i.e. it can not
be true in K0[Vark] for any smooth cubic surface over any field k (may be except some fields of
small characteristic).
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Proof. The Hilbert schemes of points on a smooth surface S are smooth. The Go¨ttsche for-
mula (2.7) shows that singularities of symmetric powers S(n) are L-singularities and by Re-
mark 2.2 we can apply Theorem 2.1 to them. Consider the cubic surface S from Lemma 3.1
then the equation (3.1) contradicts to Theorem 2.1. 
Corollary 3.3. The S-Z(S) relation (5.9), which we will obtain in Section 5.1 below, is not a
beautiful formula in K0[Vark] for smooth cubics S with the LLSvS variety Z(S).
Proof. The S-Z(S) relation (5.9) implies [S(4)] ≡ [S(3)] (mod L). 
Example 3.4. The relation (5.8) from Section 5.1 would imply
[S(5)] + [S × S(3)] ≡ [S × S(4)] + [S(3)] (mod L).
By Theorem 3.2 this relation is not a homogeneous beautiful formula in K0[Vark] for smooth
cubics S.
In the case of singular cubic surfaces the situation with the existence of k-points is a bit
different. For example in the case of singularity of type A1 on S always exists a k-point.
Proposition 3.5. Let S be a singular cubic surface with one rational double point singularity of
type A1 such that ∆ = 0, see Lemma 5.18 over a field of characteristic zero. Then S, S
(2), S(3)
and S(4) are stably birationally equivalent.
Proof. The relation (5.13) from Section 5.2 in K0[Vark] implies:
(3.2) [S(3)] ∼= [S(2)] (mod L).
The relation (5.15) in K0[Vark] implies:
(3.3) [S(4)] ∼= [S(3)] (mod L).
Consider a resolution of singularities S˜ of S. In K0[Vark] we have [S˜] = [S] + L. It follows
that [S(n)] ≡ [S˜(n)] (mod L). This allows to apply Theorem 2.1 to (3.2), (3.3). Using also
the Y -F (Y ) relation (1.3) we see that S, S(2), S(3) and S(4) are stably birationally equivalent.

4. When L = 1. Categorical heuristics
In this section we consider the categorical realization homomorphism, Section 2.1.2:
µcat : K0[Vark]→ K0[dg-catk].
It sends the class [Xk] of a smooth projective variety to the class [D(X)] of the bounded derived
category of coherent sheaves on X . Note that µcat(L) = 1. A semi-orthogonal decomposition
of any category C gives a relation in K0[dg-catk]. A general heuristic is that such a relation
can be lifted to a relation in the Grothendieck ring of varieties K0[Vark]. Using this for cubic
fourfolds we will obtain some hypothetical form of the Y -Z(Y ) relation.
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Let Y ⊂ P5 be a smooth cubic fourfold. There are deep connections between cubic four-
folds and K3 surfaces. First of all, on the level of Hodge diamonds we have the following
decomposition:
1
0 0
0 1 0
0 0 0 0
0 1 21 1 0
0 0 0 0
0 1 0
0 0
1
=
1
0 0
1 20 1
0 0
1
+
1
0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 ,
0 0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0
1
where the small Hodge diamond is the Hodge diamond of a K3 surface.
Moreover, smooth cubic fourfolds are linked to K3 surfaces via their Hodge structures. The
Hodge structure H2(SK3,C)
prim(−1) is isomorphic to K⊥d ⊂ H
4(Y,C) for some special labelled
cubic fourfolds (Y,Kd) and some polarized K3 surfaces SK3, see [Has00]. In this case, it is said
that the K3 surface is associated to the special cubic fourfold.
There exist also some connections between K3 surfaces and moduli spaces of rational curves
on cubic fourfolds:
Theorem 4.1. [BD85, Has00] Let Y be a smooth cubic hypersurface in P5C. The Fano vari-
ety F (Y ) of lines on Y is a smooth four-dimensional holomorphically symplectic variety which
is deformation equivalent to the second Hilbert scheme of a K3 surface. If Y is a Pfaffian
cubic fourfold not containing a plane with associated K3 surface SK3 not containing a line
then F (Y ) ∼= Hilb2(SK3).
Theorem 4.2. [AL17],[Leh15] Let Y ⊂ P5C be a smooth cubic hypersurface that does not contain
a plane. The LLSvS variety Z(Y ), Theorem 2.7, is a smooth eight-dimensional holomorphically
symplectic variety which is deformation equivalent to the fourth Hilbert scheme of a K3 surface.
In the case of a Pfaffian cubic fourfold not containing a plane with the associated K3 surface SK3
not containing a line Z(Y ) is birational to Hilb4(SK3).
There exists a semiorthogonal decomposition, [Kuz10]:
D(Y ) = 〈AY ,OY ,OY (1),OY (2)〉.
By many features the category AY looks like the derived category of a K3 surface and for some
cubic fourfolds AY is equivalent to the derived category of a K3 surface, [Kuz10].
In Example 2.3 we recalled how to express µcat([X
(n)]) through the classes of symmetric
powers of µcat([X ]) ∼= [D(X)]. Let us evaluate the Y -F (Y ) relation (1.3) in K0[dg-catk]:
µcat([Y
(2)]) = Sym2GK([D(Y )])− [D(Y )] = 2[D(Y )] + [D(F (Y ))],
[D(Y )] = [AY ] + 3,
Sym2GK([AY ] + 3)− ([AY ] + 3) = 2([AY ] + 3) + [D(F (Y ))].
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We can expand the symmetric square using Axiom (3) in the definition of a pre-λ-structure. It
follows that
[Sym2GKAY ] = [D(F (Y ))].
Conjecture 4.3. [Sergey Galkin] Let Y be a smooth cubic fourfold.
(1) The derived category D(F (Y )) is equivalent to Sym2GKAY .
(2) The derived category D(Z(Y )) is equivalent to Sym4GKAY .
The first conjecture for certain special cubics (Pfaffian cubics) follows from Theorem 4.1.
In [Kuz06] it was shown that AY ∼= D(SK3) in the case of a Pfaffian cubic. The derived cate-
gory D(Hilbn(SK3)) is equivalent to the derived category DSn(S
n
K3) of Sn-equivariant coherent
sheaves on SnK3 by the derived McKay correspondence [Hai99], [BKR01], [Kru18]. And the
later category is equivalent to SymnGK(D(SK3)), [GK14]. The second part of the conjecture is
motivated by Theorem 4.2.
Remark 4.4. In the talk [Gal17] Sergey Galkin explained the strategy to attack this conjecture
through gauge linear sigma models.
Theorems 4.1, 4.2 and Conjecture 4.3 motivate the following assumption.
Assumption 4.5. Let Y be a smooth cubic fourfold. Assume that in K0[Vark] we have
[Y ] = L[SK3] + 1 + L
2 + L4,
[F (Y )] = [S
[2]
K3],
[Z(Y )] = [S
[4]
K3],
where SK3 is some K3-surface.
Under this assumption we are going to investigate possible forms of a beautiful formula
of degree 4 for smooth cubic fourfolds Y with the LLSvS variety Z(Y ). We will see that
the Y -F (Y ) relation (1.3) also follows from this assumption.
In order to obtain some relations we are going to express all the related classes through the
classes of symmetric powers of SK3. We can express the classes [F (Y )] and [Z(Y )] through [SK3]
and its symmetric powers using Go¨ttsche formula (2.7) for surfaces in the cases of n = 2, 4:
[F (Y )] = [S
[2]
K3] = [S
(2)
K3 ] + L[SK3],(4.1)
[Z(Y )] = [S
[4]
K3] = [S
(4)
K3 ] + L[SK3][S
(2)
K3 ] + L
2[S
(2)
K3 ] + L
2[S2K3] + L
3[SK3].(4.2)
The symmetric square of [Y ] has the following expression through [SK3] and its symmetric
powers. We use Axiom (3) from the definition of a pre-λ-structure.
(4.3) [Y (2)] = L2[S
(2)
K3 ] + (L
5 + L3 + L)[SK3] + L
8 + L6 + 2L4 + L2 + 1
From these expressions we see that
[Y (2)] = (1 + L4)[Y ] + L2[F (Y )].
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This equation coincides with the Y -F (Y ) relation (1.3) for fourfolds.
Proposition 4.6 (Hypothetical Y -Z(Y ) relation). Assume Assumption 4.5 holds. Then in the
Grothendieck ring of varieties K0[Vark] we have
L4[Z(Y )] = [Y (4)]− (1 + L2 + L4)[Y (3)] + L2[Y ][Y (2)]− (L2 + L6)[Y 2](4.4)
+ L4[Y (2)]− (L2 + L6 + L10)[Y ].
Proof. Using Axiom (3) from the definition of a pre-λ-structure we compute:
[Y 2] = L2[S2K3] + (2L
5 + 2L3 + 2L)[SK3] + (L
8 + 2L6 + 3L4 + 2L2 + 1),
[Y (3)] = L3[S
(3)
K3 ] + (L
6 + L4 + L2)[S
(2)
K3 ] + (L
9 + L7 + 2L5 + L3 + L)[SK3]+
+ (L12 + L10 + 2L8 + 2L6 + 2L4 + L2 + 1),
[Y ][Y (2)] = L3[SK3][S
(2)
K3 ] + (L
6 + L4 + L2)[S
(2)
K3 ] + (L
6 + L4 + L2)[S2K3]+
+ (2L9 + 3L7 + 5L5 + 3L3 + 2L)[SK3] + (L
12 + 2L10 + 4L8 + 4L6 + 4L4 + 2L2 + 1),
[Y (4)] = L4[S
(4)
K3 ] + (L
7 + L5 + L3)[S
(3)
K3 ] + (L
10 + L8 + 2L6 + L4 + L2)[S
(2)
K3 ]+
+ (L13 + L11 + 2L9 + 2L7 + 2L5 + L3 + L)[SK3]+
+ (L16 + L14 + 2L12 + 2L10 + 3L8 + 2L6 + 2L4 + L2 + 1).
These equations together with (4.3) and (4.2) imply the proposition. Note also that easy linear
algebra calculations can show that (4.4) is a unique (up to multiplication) relation between
these classes under an assumption that there are no relations between the class of K3 surface
and the classes of its symmetric powers in K0[Vark]. 
5. When L is invertible. Conditions from representation theory
In this section we are going to use the Gillet-Soule´ motivic realization homomorphism (Sec-
tion 2.1.3)
µmot : K0[Vark]→ K0(ChowQ)
to obtain possible forms of the S-Z(S) relation — a beautiful (Definition 1.5) formula of degree 4
for cubic surfaces S with the LLSvS variety Z(S) (Section 2.4). In Section 5.1 we obtain a
relation for smooth cubic surfaces in K0(ChowQ), Theorem 5.16. In Section 5.2 we obtain
analogs of the S-Z(S) relation for some singular cubic surfaces with one singular point and
prove them in K0[Vark].
5.1. Smooth cubic surfaces. Over an algebraically closed field any smooth cubic surface S
can be obtained from P2 by blowing up six points. So [S] = 1+7L+L2 in K0[Vark]. Associated
moduli spaces S(n), F (Y ), Z(Y ) can be expressed as polynomials in L. There are many relations
between them. Fortunately, there is “more structure” on the class [S] over other fields.
There exists a rich structure on the geometric Ne´ron-Severi group N(S) := Pic(S ⊗ k¯) with
a big group W of symmetries, Section 2.3. The group W is the Weyl group of type E6. The
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Galois group Galk also acts on N(S), preserves KS and the intersection form and so maps
to W. Denote by W0 ⊂ W the image of this map. Denote by V the Artin motive with the
associated Galois Q-module N(S)⊗Q. It is known, [Ser91], [KMP07, Proposition 14.2.1] that
the motive of a smooth cubic surface S is zero-dimensional, i.e. it is a sum of the motives of
the form MLn :=M ⊗ L, where M is an Artin motive and moreover
(5.1) h(S) ∼= Q⊕ V L⊕ L2.
Lemma 5.1. Let G be a discrete group. Denote by Rep(G,Q) the ring of graded rational
finite-dimensional representations of G such that the action of G factors through a finite group.
(1) The subring in K0(ChowQ) of zero-dimensional motives is isomorphic to Rep(Galk,Q).
(2) Let S be a smooth cubic surface over a field of characteristic 0. Let W0 be the im-
age of the Galk in W described above. Then the motives of S
(n), F (S), Z(S) lie in
the subring Rep(W0,Q) ⊂ Rep(Galk,Q) ⊂ K0(ChowQ). The inclusion of Rep(W0,Q)
in Rep(Galk,Q) is induced by the surjection Galk ։W0.
Proof. (1) The subcategory ChowArtQ of Artin motives is equivalent to the category of rational Ga-
lois representations, [SP11], see also Section 2.1.3. The subcategory Chow0Q of zero-dimensional
motives is equivalent to the category of graded rational Galois representations and it is semi-
simple. The inclusion K0(Chow
0
Q) ⊂ K0(Motnum) factors through K0(Chow
0
Q) → K0(ChowQ),
[MNP13]. Note that the category Motnum of motives defined with numerical equivalence is
semi-simple.
(2) The motives of the Fano variety F (S) and the LLSvS variety Z(S) are Artin motives since
these varieties are zero-dimensional. The set of geometric points of F (S) are in natural bijection
with the set of classes of lines I ⊂ N(S), Section 2.3. The set of geometric points of Z(S) are
in natural bijection with the set of roots R ⊂ N(S), Section 2.4. The motives of the symmetric
powers S(n) are also zero-dimensional since µmot([Sym
nX ]) = Symnh(X) in ChowQ, [BN98]. The
action of the Galois group Galk on the associated Galois modules factors through W0. 
Remark 5.2. In [EJ09, Section 6] the authors provide a concrete example of the smooth cubic
surface over Q defined by the equation
x3 + 2xy2 + 11y3 + 3xz2 + 5y2w + 7zw2 = 0,
such that the image of the Galois group in W is equal to the whole group W.
Remark 5.3. Representation theory for W over Q is the same as representation theory
over C. Table 1 shows that the characters of irreducible representations are rational. This
implies [CR62] that for any irreducible C-representation W the representation W⊕m(W ) is de-
fined over Q where m(W ) is the Schur index of W . In [Ben69] it is shown that in the case of
the Weyl group W of type E6 these indices are equal to 1.
Lemma 5.4. Any formula P for smooth cubic surfaces S with the Fano variety F (S) and the
LLSvS variety Z(S) can be considered, using Gillet-Soule´ realization µGS, as a formula P˜ in the
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ring Rep(W,C) of graded complex representations of the Weyl group W of type E6. Moreover,
the formula P˜ holds in Rep(W,C) if the formula P is beautiful.
Proof. Let Sk be a smooth cubic surface from Remark 5.2. Using S consider P as a for-
mula in K0[Vark]. By Lemma 5.1 Gillet-Soule´ realization µGS of this formula P lies in the
subring Rep(W,Q). By Remark 5.3 representation theory of W over Q is equivalent to repre-
sentation theory over C. So the ring Rep(W,Q) is naturally isomorphic to the ring Rep(W,C).
We obtain a formula P˜ in Rep(W,C).
Recall that if P is a beautiful formula, then it is a formula that holds in any realization for
any smooth cubic surface S over any field k (maybe except some fields of small characteristic).
That is why the formula P˜ holds in Rep(W,C). 
Now we are going to evaluate classes of the varieties S(n), S [n], F (S), Z(S) in Rep(W,C)
more explicitly. By abuse of notation we will denote the class of a variety X in Rep(W,C)
as [X ]. An element of the ring Rep(W,C) is completely described by its decomposition in
irreducible representations. Denote by χn irreducible representations of W as in the character
table (Table 1) in Appendix.
Lemma 5.5. The representation [V ] ∈ Rep(W,C) ∼= Rep(W,Q) corresponding to the Artin
motive V from (5.1) has the following decomposition:
[V ] = 1 + χ3.
Proof. Recall that [V ] = N(S) ⊗ C. In notations of Section 2.3 consider the action of the
group S6 on N(S) by permuting Ei, i 6= 0. The symmetries of the lattice K
⊥
S ⊂ N(S) is W.
The canonical class KS = −3E0 + E1 + · · · + E6 is stable under the action of S6. So the
group S6 is a subgroup ofW. To identify the representation [V ] it is enough to calculate traces
of elements from S6.
More precisely, [V ] = W + 1 since the canonical class is fixed by the action of W. Note
that W = 1+M , where M is the tautological irreducible representation of S6. That is why W
is not a sum of one-dimensional representations as S6-representation. The only irreducible
representations of W with dimension 6 6 are χ1, . . . , χ4, Table 1. The representations χ1
and χ2 are one-dimensional and the representations χ3 and χ4 are six-dimensional. This implies
that W is χ3 or χ4. The representations W is permutational in the basis {E1, . . . , E6}. The
trace of an element g ∈ S6 is equal to the number of fixed vectors in this basis. The trace of
the action of a simple transposition on W is 4. A simple transposition lies in some conjugacy
class of W and only χ3 has trace equal to 4 for some conjugacy class. 
Lemma 5.6. The classes [S], [S2], [S(2)], [S [2]] and [F (S)] have the following irreducible decom-
positions in Rep(W,C):
[S] = 1 + (1 + χ3)L+ L
2,(5.2)
[S2] = 1 + (2 + 2χ3)L
1 + (4 + 2χ3 + χ9 + χ10)L
2 + (2 + 2χ3)L
3 + L4,(5.3)
[S(2)] = 1 + (1 + χ3)L+ (3 + χ3 + χ10)L
2 + (1 + χ3)L
3 + L4,(5.4)
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[S [2]] = 1 + (2 + χ3)L
1 + (4 + 2χ3 + χ10)L
2 + (2 + χ3)L
3 + L4,(5.5)
[F (S)] = 1 + χ3 + χ10.(5.6)
Proof. Equation (5.2) follows from Lemma 5.5 and (5.1). Equation (5.3) is the direct multipli-
cation of characters.
The information in Table 1 is enough to calculate symmetric powers of characters up to
degree 5. Note that the lines 3–5 shows the squares, cubes and fifth powers of the conjugacy
classes of W. Equation (5.5) is an application of the Go¨ttsche formula (2.7) to (5.4).
Equation (5.6) can be obtained in many ways. One can use the same strategy as in the
proof of Lemma 5.5. Let us use the Y -F (Y ) relation (1.3) instead. It is a beautiful formula
so by Lemma 5.4 we obtain a relation in Rep(W,C). Using decompositions (5.4), (5.2) and
considering the coefficients of L2 we obtain:
3 + χ3 + χ10 = 2 + [F (S)].

Remark 5.7. There exists a map from the representation [F (S)] to the representation [V ]. It
sends the class of a line to the corresponding vector in V ∼= N(S)⊗C. Since the classes of lines
span the whole space V this map is surjective. Lemma 5.6 shows that the kernel is χ10.
Corollary 5.8. See Section 1.3 for definitions of homogeneous and beautiful formulae.
(1) There is no homogeneous beautiful formula of degree 2 for smooth cubic surfaces S.
(2) The Y -F (Y ) relation (1.2) is the unique (up to multiplication) beautiful formula of
degree 2 for smooth cubic surfaces S with the Fano variety F (S).
Proof. (1) The classes [S], [S2] and [S [2]] are the only classes of degree 6 2 (we use the notation
of degree from the definition of beautiful formulae, Section 1.3). Any homogeneous beautiful
formula of degree 2 for smooth cubic surfaces S would imply a relation (with coefficients in C[L])
between these classes in Rep(W,C). The decomposition (5.2) of the class [S] ∈ Rep(W,C) does
not have irreducible summands χ9 and χ10. The decomposition (5.5) has χ10. The decompo-
sition (5.3) has χ9 and χ10. So there are no relations (with coefficients in C[L]) between them
in Rep(W,C).
(2) Let us call a relation minimal if it is not obtained as a multiplication of another relation
by some non-invertible polynomial in L. The part (1) implies that there is only one (if exists)
minimal relation (with coefficients in C[L]) between [F (S)] and other classes. The coefficient
between [F (S)] is divided by L2 in any relation with [F (S)], since χ10 appears only before L
2
in the irreducible decompositions of [S2] and [S(2)]. That is why the Y -F (Y ) relation is the
minimal relation. 
We are going to apply the same strategy for searching beautiful formulae of degree 3 and 4 for
smooth cubic surfaces S with the LLSvS variety Z(S). The representation [Z(S)] is obtained
from the action of W on the 72 P2-families of generalized twisted cubics on S. These families
are in bijection with roots of the root system of type E6, Theorem 2.8.
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Lemma 5.9. The 72-dimensional representation [Z(S)] ∈ Rep(W,C) has the following decom-
position in irreducible representations:
(5.7) [Z(S)] = 1 + χ3 + χ8 + χ10 + χ16.
Proof. We obtained this using explicit description of roots, Section 2.3. Using SageMath we
obtained explicit representatives for each conjugacy class of W in terms of simple reflections
and calculated traces explicitly. 
Remark 5.10. This decomposition can be seen in the following way. For each root α ∈ R, the
root −α ∈ R. This gives a decomposition [Z(S)] =M+⊕M−, where M+ is generated by sums
of opposite roots and M− by differences of opposite roots.
There is a map from [Z(S)] to V which sends a root to the corresponding vector in V . The
image is a six-dimensional subspace. The subspace M+ lies in a kernel. That is why we can
consider this map as a map from M−. Denote by V30 its 30-dimensional kernel.
According to [Dol12] the set of roots are in natural (W-equivariant) bijection with the sixes
of orthogonal classes of lines. This defines a map from M+ to [F (S)]. It sends a root to the
sum of six corresponding classes of lines. The image is χ10 defined as a subspace in [F (S)] in
Remark 5.7. The kernel is a sum of a trivial representation and some 15-dimensional represen-
tation V15.
Using (5.7) we obtain that V15 is isomorphic to χ8 and V30 is isomorphic to χ16.
Lemma 5.11. The classes of degree 3 (we use the notion of degree from the definition of
beautiful formulae, Section 1.3) have the following decompositions in irreducible representations:
[S(3)] = 1 + (1 + χ3)L+ (3 + χ3 + χ10)L
2 + (3 + 3χ3 + 2χ10 + χ16)L
3+
+ (3 + χ3 + χ10)L
4 + (1 + χ3)L
5 + L6,
[S × S(2)] = 1 + (2 + 2χ3)L
1 + (6 + 3χ3 + χ9 + 2χ10)L
2+
+ (6 + 7χ3 + χ9 + 3χ10 + χ16 + χ20)L
3+
+ (6 + 3χ3 + χ9 + 2χ10)L
4 + (2 + 2χ3)L
5 + L6,
[S3] = 1 + (3 + 3χ3)L+ (9 + 6χ3 + 3χ9 + 3χ10)L
2+
+ (10 + 12χ3 + 3χ9 + 4χ10 + χ12 + χ16 + 2χ20)L
3+
+ (9 + 6χ3 + 3χ9 + 3χ10)L
4 + (1 + χ3)L
5 + L6.
Proof. The calculations are analogous to calculations in Lemma 5.6. 
Theorem 5.12. There are no beautiful formulae of degree 3 for smooth cubic surfaces S with
the Fano variety F (S) and the LLSvS variety Z(S).
Proof. A beautiful formula of degree 3 implies a formula of degree 3 in Rep(W,C), Lemma 5.1.
Any formula of degree 3 uses some classes from Lemma 5.11. These classes have new irreducible
summands in comparing with the classes of degree 2 and 1 and the class [F (S)]. The class [S(3)]
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has χ16. The class [S × S
(2)] has χ20. The class [S
3] has χ12. That is why any such formula
uses the class [Z(S)]. This class has the new irreducible summand χ8 in comparing with the
other classes, Lemma 5.9. 
Lemma 5.13. The classes of degree 4 (we use the notion of degree from the definition of
beautiful formulae, Section 1.3) have the following decompositions in irreducible representations:
[S(4)] = 1 + (1 + χ3)L+ (3 + χ3 + χ10)L
2 + (3 + 3χ3 + 2χ10 + χ16)L
3+
+ (6 + 4χ3 + χ8 + 5χ10 + χ16 + χ20)L
4 + (3 + 3χ3 + 2χ10 + χ16)L
5+
+ (3 + χ3 + χ10)L
6 + (1 + χ3)L
7 + L8,
[S × S(3)] = 1 + (2 + 2χ3)L+ (6 + 3χ3 + χ9 + 2χ10)L
2+
+ (8 + 9χ3 + χ9 + 5χ10 + 2χ16 + χ20)L
3+
+ (12 + 10χ3 + χ8 + 3χ9 + 10χ10 + 3χ16 + 3χ20 + χ23)L
4+
+ (8 + 9χ3 + χ9 + 5χ10 + 2χ16 + χ20)L
5+
+ (6 + 3χ3 + χ9 + 2χ10)L
6 + (2 + 2χ3)L
7 + L8,
[S4] = 1 + (4χ3 + 4)L+ (12χ3 + 6χ9 + 6χ10 + 16)L
2+
+ (36χ3 + 12χ9 + 16χ10 + 4χ12 + 4χ16 + 8χ20 + 28)L
3+
+ (41χ3 + χ7 + χ8 + 24χ9 + 29χ10 + 4χ12 + 2χ13 + 7χ16 + 2χ17 + 12χ20+
+ 3χ23 + 3χ25 + 40)L
4+
+ (36χ3 + 12χ9 + 16χ10 + 4χ12 + 4χ16 + 8χ20 + 28)L
5+
+ (12χ3 + 6χ9 + 6χ10 + 16)L
6 + (4χ3 + 4)L
7 + L8,
[S(2) × S(2)] = 1 + (2χ3 + 2)L+ (4χ3 + χ9 + 3χ10 + 8)L
2+
+ (12χ3 + 2χ9 + 6χ10 + 2χ16 + 2χ20 + 10)L
3+
+ (13χ3 + χ8 + 4χ9 + 13χ10 + χ13 + 3χ16 + χ17 + 4χ20 + χ23 + 17)L
4+
+ (12χ3 + 2χ9 + 6χ10 + 2χ16 + 2χ20 + 10)L
5+
+ (4χ3 + χ9 + 3χ10 + 8)L
6 + (2χ3 + 2)L
7 + L8,
[S2 × S(2)] = 1 + (3χ3 + 3)L+ (7χ3 + 3χ9 + 4χ10 + 11)L
2+
+ (21χ3 + 5χ9 + 10χ10 + χ12 + 3χ16 + 4χ20 + 17)L
3+
+ (23χ3 + χ8 + 11χ9 + 19χ10 + χ12 + χ13 + 5χ16 + χ17 + 7χ20+
+ 2χ23 + χ25 + 25)L
4+
+ (21χ3 + 5χ9 + 10χ10 + χ12 + 3χ16 + 4χ20 + 17)L
5+
+ (7χ3 + 3χ9 + 4χ10 + 11)L
6 + (3χ3 + 3)L
7 + L8.
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Proof. The calculations are analogous to calculations in Lemma 5.6. 
Proposition 5.14. There are no homogeneous beautiful formulae of degree 4 for smooth cubic
surfaces S.
Proof. Any homogeneous beautiful formula of degree 4 for smooth cubic surfaces S implies a
formula of degree 4 that holds in the ring Rep(W,C). We obtain irreducible decompositions for
all the classes that can be involved in such a formula in Lemma 5.6, Lemma 5.11, Lemma 5.13.
Simple linear algebra calculations shows that there are no relations (with coefficients in C[L])
between these classes. Note that it is enough to show that there are no relations after evalua-
tion L 7→ 1. 
Remark 5.15. The same kind of calculations can show that there is a unique (up to multipli-
cation) homogeneous formulae of degree 5 for smooth cubic surfaces S in the ring Rep(W):
[S(5)] + [S × S(3)] = [S × S(4)] + [S(3)]−
− L[S2 × S(2)]− L2[S × S(3)] + (2L+ L2 + 2L3)[S × S(2)] + (L+ L2 + L3)[S3]−
− (2L+ 3L2 + 5L3 + 3L4 + 2L5)[S(2)] + (L2 + L4)[S(3)]−(5.8)
− (L+ L2 + L3 + L4 + L5)[S(2)] + (L7 + 3L6 + 4L5 + 5L4 + 4L3 + 3L2 + L)[S]−
− (L8 + L7 + 2L6 + L5 + 2L4 + L3 + L2).
Theorem 5.16. The only possible form (up to multiplication) of a beautiful formula of degree 4
for smooth cubic surfaces S with the LLSvS variety Z(S) is the following S-Z(S) relation:
L4[Z(S)] = [S(4)]− (1− L+ L2)[S(3)]− L[S][S(2)] + (L+ L2 + L3)[S2](5.9)
− 2L2[S(2)]− (L− L2 + L3 − L4 + L5)[S] + (L2 + L4 + L6).
More precisely it is a unique (up to multiplication) formula of degree 4 that holds in K0(ChowQ)
for smooth cubic surfaces S with the LLSvS variety Z(S).
In terms of Hilbert schemes this relation has the following form:
L4[Z(S)] = [S [4]]− (1− L+ L2)[S [3]]− 2L[S][S [2]] + (2L+ L2 + 2L3)[S2](5.10)
− 3L2[S [2]]− (L− 2L2 − 2L4 + L5)[S] + (L2 + L4 + L6).
Proof. A beautiful formula of degree 4 for smooth cubic surfaces S with the LLSvS variety Z(S)
by Lemma 5.4 gives a formula in Rep(W,C). The relation (5.9) holds in Rep(W,C). This can be
checked using irreducible decompositions we provided in Lemma 5.6, Lemma 5.9, Lemma 5.11
and Lemma 5.13. By Proposition 5.14 there are no relations (with coefficients in C[L]) between
the classes with symmetric powers of S of degree up to 4 (we use the notation of degree from
the definition of beautiful formulae, Section 1.3). It follows that there exists a unique minimal
relation with the class [Z(S)], i.e. all other relations are multiplication of this one by some
non-invertible polynomial in L. Note that there is no irreducible summand χ8 in the irreducible
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decompositions of the classes with symmetric powers of S before L0, L, L2 and L3. That means
that the coefficient between [Z(S)] in any formula with these classes is divided by L4. So the
relation (5.9) is minimal.
By Lemma 5.1, there is an embedding of the rings Rep(W,C) ∼= Rep(W,Q) ⊂ K0(ChowQ).
That is why the relation (5.9) is also a unique (up to multiplication) formula in K0(ChowQ).
The Go¨ttsche formula (2.7) allows to rewrite the S-Z(S) relation in Hilb-form.
[S [2]] = 1 + (2 + χ3)L
1 + (4 + 2χ3 + χ10)L
2 + (2 + χ3)L
3 + L4,
[S [3]] = 1 + (2 + χ3)L
1 + (5 + 3χ3 + χ10)L
2 + (7 + 5χ3 + χ9 + 3χ10 + χ16)L
3+
+ (5 + 3χ3 + χ10)L
4 + (2 + χ3)L
5 + L6,
[S [4]] = 1 + (2 + χ3)L
1 + (6 + 3χ3 + χ10)L
2 + (10 + 7χ3 + χ9 + 4χ10 + χ16)L
3+
+ (15 + 12χ3 + χ8 + χ9 + 9χ10 + 2χ16 + 2χ20)L
4 + (10 + 7χ3 + χ9 + 4χ10+
+ χ16)L
5 + (6 + 3χ3 + χ10)L
6 + (2 + χ3)L
7 + L8,
[S × S [2]] = 1 + (3 + 2χ3)L
1 + (8 + 5χ3 + χ9 + 2χ10)L
2+
+ (10 + 9χ3 + 2χ9 + 4χ10 + χ16 + χ20)L
3+
+ (8 + 5χ3 + χ9 + 2χ10)L
4 + (3 + 2χ3)L
5 + L6.

Theorem 5.17. The S-Z(S) relation (5.10) lifts to an equivalence in the category ChowQ of
Chow k-motives:
h(Z(S))(4)⊕ h(S [3])⊕ h(S [3])(2)⊕ h(S × S [2])(1)⊕2 ⊕ h(S [2])(2)⊕3 ⊕ h(S)⊕ h(S)(5) ∼=
h(S [4])⊕ h(S [3])(2)⊕ h(S2)(1)⊕2 ⊕ h(S2)(2)⊕ h(S2)(3)⊕2 ⊕ h(S)(2)⊕2 ⊕ h(S)(4)⊕2⊕
Q(2)⊕Q(4)⊕Q(6).
Proof. The category of rational graded representations ofW is semi-simple. That is why all the
decompositions in irreducible representations above are equivalences in this category. Since it is
a subcategory in ChowQ the relation in the theorem is a corollary of these decompositions. 
5.2. Singular cubic surfaces. Let Y be a cubic hypersurface of dimension d over a field k.
Note that the Y -F (Y ) relation (1.2) in the Sym-form in the case of singular cubic hypersurfaces
has the following form:
[Y (2)] = (1 + Ld)[Y ] + L2[F (Y )]− Ld[Sing(Y )]
where Sing(Y ) is the singular locus of Y , [GS14, Theorem 5.1]. The S-Z(S) relation also may
have similar forms in the case of singular surfaces. In this section we will investigate the case
of singular cubic surfaces with at most rational double point singularities. We obtain some
analogs of the S-Z(S) relation in K0[Vark] in the cases of singularities of type A1 and A2.
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Let S be a singular cubic surface over a field k with one rational double point singularity and
let S˜ → S be its minimal resolution. The smooth surface S˜ is a weak Del Pezzo surface. The
structure on H2(S˜,Z) is the same as in the smooth case, Section 2.3. The orthogonal comple-
ment K⊥
S˜
⊂ H2(S˜,Z) is the negative definite root lattice of type E6. Curves in the exceptional
divisor generate a root sublattice R0 ⊂ R. See [LLSvS17, Section 2.1] for detail account about
possible singularities of cubic surfaces and corresponding structures on cohomology and the
book [Dol12, Section 9.2] for detailed descriptions of singular cubic surfaces.
5.2.1. Type A1. Let S be a cubic surface over a field k with one rational double point singularity
of type A1. The root system R0 consists of two roots α,−α. Fix the notation from Section 2.3.
Without loss of generality we may assume that α = 2E0 −
∑
Ei, i ∈ 1, . . . , 6. The orthogonal
complement to R0 is formed by the roots Ei−Ej , i 6= j. So it is a root system of type A5. The
subgroup G ⊂W that permutes Ei is S6.
According to [Dol12] the surface S can be obtained in the following way. We can find a
smooth conic C ⊂ P2 and a smooth subscheme A(S) of length 6 on C, such that S˜ is the blow
up of A(S) and S is the blow down of C considered as curve on S˜. The scheme A(S) is the
scheme of lines passing through the singular point. Sometimes we will drop the dependence
on S in the notation A(S) for more compact equations.
Lemma 5.18. Let S be a cubic surface over a field k with one rational double point singularity
of type A1. Denote by A(S) the zero-dimensional scheme (which may not have a k-point) of
lines passing through the singular point, then:
(5.11) K0[Vark] ∋ [S] = 1 + [A(S)]L+ L
2 +∆,
where ∆ = P1 − [C] and C is a smooth conic (which also may not have a k-point).
Proof. Using the construction with the blow up we see that [S] = P2 + [A(S)]L− [C] + 1. 
Remark 5.19. According to Section 9.2 [Dol12] a singular cubic surface S with one rational
double point singularity of type A1 has the following explicit description. Let p = [1, 0, 0, 0] be
the singular point of S = V (f3). Then f3 can be written as:
f3 = t0g2(t1, t2, t3) + g3(t1, t2, t3),
where g2, g3 are homogeneous polynomials of degree 2 and 3. And V (g2) ⊂ P
2 is a nonsingular
conic which intersects V (g3) transversally. The variety A(S) is this intersection.
In this section we will concentrate on the case when ∆ = 0. It is equivalent to the condition
that C has a k-point. The scheme A is completely described by the action of the absolute
Galois group Galk on its geometric points. This action factors through the action of G. This
gives a map Burn(G)→ Burn(Galk), see Section 2.2 for details on Burnside rings. Denote by [A]
the class of the G-set of geometric points of A in Burn(G).
According to Theorem 2.1 [LLSvS17] the moduli space of generalized twisted cubics on S
hasR/W(R0) copies of P
2 and the Galk-set of geometric points of Z(S) is isomorphic to R/W(R0),
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Section 2.4. Note that W(R0) is isomorphic to Z2. The action of Galk on R/W(R0) factors
through the action of G. Denote by [Z(S)] the corresponding G-set of geometric points of Z(S).
Lemma 5.20. The following relation between A and Z(S) holds in Burn(G) and in K0[Vark]:
(5.12) [Z(S)] = 1 + [A(3)]− [A].
Proof. The relation in K0[Vark] will follow from the relation in Burn(G) due to the sequence of
maps of pre-λ-rings, Section 2.2:
Burn(G)→ Burn(Galk)→ K0[Vark].
To prove the relation in Burn(G) we need to analyze the G-set R/W(R0). Divide 72 roots
of R in five groups as in Section 2.3:
(1) One vector 2E0 −
∑
Ei.
(2) Twenty vectors E0 −Ei − Ej − Ek, i 6= j 6= k 6= 0.
(3) Thirty vectors Ei − Ej, i 6= j.
(4) Twenty vectors −E0 + Ei + Ej + Ek, i 6= j 6= k 6= 0.
(5) One vector −2E0 +
∑
Ei.
The only nontrivial element in W(R0) = Z2 is the reflection in the root α defined by the
formula:
rα(β) = β + (α, β)α.
The groups (1) and (5) give oneW(R0)-orbit and G acts trivially on it. The group (3) consists
of trivial W(R0)-orbits. The G-set of these orbits is the G-set of pairs of different points on A.
Its class in Burn(G) is [A2]− [A]. The action ofW(R0) swaps the groups (2) and (4). The G-set
of corresponding W(R0)-orbits is the set of unordered triples of different points on A. Its class
in Burn(G) is [A(3)]− [A2]. 
Remark 5.21. The same analysis of the explicit description of lines on S from Section 2.3 can
show that:
K0[Vark] ∋ [F (S)] = [A
(2)].
Lemma 5.22. The following relation holds in the Grothendieck ring of varieties K0[Vark]:
(5.13) [S(3)]− [S(2)]− [S(2)]L2 + L2 + L3 + L4 = [Z(S)]L3.
Proof. Consider the classes of symmetric powers S(2), S(3) in K0[Vark]:
[S(2)] = 1 + [A]L+ (1 + [A(2)])L2 + [A]L3 + L4,(5.14)
[S(3)] = 1 + [A]L+ (1 + [A(2)])L2 + ([A] + [A(3)])L3 + (1 + [A(2)])L4 + [A]L5 + L6.
These equations and Lemma 5.20 imply (5.13). 
We want to find a relation similar to the S-Z(S) relation (5.9). It can be shown using
calculations with characters that there exists exactly one (up to multiplication) homogeneous
formula of degree 4 with S in the ring Rep(G,C).
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Lemma 5.23. The following relation holds in the Grothendieck ring of varieties K0[Vark]:
[S(4)]− [S(3)](1 + L2)− [S(2)][S]L+ [S2](L+ L2 + L3)+(5.15)
+ [S(2)](L− L2 + L3)− [S](L+ 2L3 + L5) + L2 + L6 = 0.
Proof. Substituting the expressions (such as (5.14)) in K0[Vark] of the classes of symmetric
powers of S through [A] in (5.15) we obtain:
(5.16) [A(4)] + [A2] + [A] = [A][A(2)] + 2[A(2)].
This equation is easy to check in Burn(G). Denote by [A{n}] the variety of unordered n-tuples
of different points on A. Then in Burn(G) we have:
[A(2)] = [A] + [A{2}],
[A(4)] = [A{4}] + [A][A{2}]− [A][A] + [A] + [A{2}] + [A][A]− [A] + [A]
= [A][A{2}] + [A] + 2[A{2}].
(5.17)
Note that there exists a duality [A{6−n}] = [A{n}] in Burn(G). Equations (5.17) gives Equa-
tion (5.16). 
Theorem 5.24. Let S be any singular cubic surface with one singularity of type A1 such
that ∆ = 0, see Lemma 5.18. The following relation is a beautiful formula (i.e. it holds
in K0[Vark]) of degree 4 for S with the LLSvS variety Z(S):
L4[Z(S)] = [S(4)]− (1− L+ L2)[S(3)]− L[S][S(2)] + (L+ L2 + L3)[S2]−
− L2[S(2)]− (L+ 2L3 + L5)[S] + (L2 + L3 + L4 + L5 + L6).
(5.18)
Proof. This relation is the combination of Equation (5.15) with Equation (5.13). 
Remark 5.25. This relation is similar to the S-Z(S) relation for smooth S:
L4[Z] = [S(4)]− (1− L+ L2)[S(3)]− L[S][S(2)] + (L+ L2 + L3)[S2]−
− 2L2[S(2)]− (L− L2 + L3 − L4 + L5)[S] + (L2 + L4 + L6).
The difference is ([A{2}]− 1)L4.
5.2.2. Type A2. Let S be a cubic surface over a field k with one rational double singularity of
type A2. Consider a singular conic C ⊂ P
2 that is an intersection of two lines over algebraic
closure. Denote corresponding zero-dimensional scheme of this two lines as K. Consider a zero-
dimensional reduced subscheme A(S) ⊂ C that become a two triples of points over algebraic
closure. One triple on the each line of C. Further we will omit the dependence on S in the
notation A(S).
According to [Dol12] one can choose A(S) and C such that the surface S can be obtained in
two steps. First, blow up P2 in A(S). Then blow down the conic. Denote by Ei the classes of
the exceptional curves on Sk¯ such that E1, E2, E3 correspond to three points on one line from C
and E4, E5, E6 correspond to the other line.
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Lemma 5.26. Using the notations introduced above we have:
(5.19) K0[Vark] ∋ [S] = 1 + (1 + [A]− [K])L+ L
2.
Proof. The class of the singular conic [C] = [K]L+1. From the construction with the blow up
and blow down we have [S] = [P 2] + [A]L− [C] + 1. 
The construction of S gives the following description of the root lattice R0 ⊂ R. It consists
of the roots:
2E0 −
∑
Ei, E0 −E1 − E2 −E3, E0 − E4 −E5 − E6,∑
Ei − 2E0, E1 + E2 + E3 −E0, E4 + E5 + E6 − E0.
The orthogonal root lattice to R0 is of type A2 × A2. The first A2 is generated by the
roots E1, E2, E3. The second A2 is generated by the roots E4, E5, E6. Consider the sub-
group Z2 ⋉ (S3)
2 =: G ⊂ S6, where S6 ⊂ W permutes Ei, i 6= 0. The first summand S3
permutes E1, E2, E3. The second summand S3 permutes E4, E5, E6. The semi-summand Z2
swaps these triples of classes. The action of the absolute Galois group Galk on H
2(S,Z) factors
through G. The action of G on H2(S,Z) induces the action on geometric points of A and K.
The action of the absolute Galois group Galk on the geometric points of A andK factors through
the action of G, since G maps surjectively on the automorphism groups of the sets of geometric
points of A and K.
In other words we have the map of the Burnside rings Burn(G)→ Burn(Galk) induced by the
map Galk → G. Denote by [A] and [K] the classes of A and K in Burn(G). The action of the
Galois group Galk on the geometric points of Z(S) by Theorem 2.8 identifies with the action on
R/W(R0) where W(R0) is the Weyl group of the root system R0. It factors through the action
of G on R/W(R0). Denote by [Z(S)] ∈ Burn(G) the class of the corresponding G-set.
Let us describe explicitly the action of G on [K] ∈ Burn(G). The subgroups S3 act trivially
and the subgroup Z2 acts by permutation of these two points. The G-set [A] ∈ Burn(G) has the
following description. It consists of two triples of points corresponding to different lines in C.
The subgroups S3 permutes these triples of points. The first one permutes the first triple and
the second one permutes the second triple. The subgroup Z2 swaps these triples.
Denote by Rep(G,C) the ring of graded complex representations of G. Denote by [A], [K] the
corresponding permutational representations of G constructed from the corresponding G-sets.
Denote by L the trivial representation with the grading 1. Since [S] in (5.19) is expressed
through [A], [K] and L we can consider [S] as a class in Rep(G,C). Now we are going to
obtain an analog of the S-Z(S) relation (5.9) in Rep(G) and then we will prove it in K0[Vark].
The character table for the group G is given in Appendix Table 2. The conjugation classes are
denoted by their representatives inS6. Denote by char W the character of aG-representationW
in notation of Table 2.
Lemma 5.27. Denote by V ∈ Rep(G,C) the representation 1 + [A]− [K], then
V = 1 + χ9
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Proof. Since the representations [A] and [K] are permutational it is easy to calculate their
characters:
char [A] = (6, 4, 3, 2, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0) ,
char [K] = (2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 0, 0, 0) .
We have:
char [V ] = (5, 3, 2, 1, 0,−1, 1, 1, 1) .
Using the table of characters (Table 2) this representation identifies as 1 + χ9. 
To identify [Z(S)] ∈ Rep(G,C) we need to understand the action of G on R/W(R0), Sec-
tion 2.4. Denote by A12 ⊂ A × A the scheme of pairs of points lying on the same line
on C and by [A12] the classes of the corresponding G-set in Burn(G) and Rep(G,C). De-
note by A18 ⊂ A×A the scheme of pairs of points lying on the different lines in C and by [A18]
the classes of the corresponding G-set in Burn(G) and Rep(G,C).
Lemma 5.28. We have:
Burn(G) ∋ [Z(S)] = 1 + [A12] + [A18],
char [Z(S)] = (31, 12, 6, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0).
Proof. Divide 72 roots of R in five sets as we do in type A1. We need to understand an action
of G on the W(R0)-orbits in R. By [LLSvS17, Section 3.1] we know that there are 31 orbits.
There is a big orbit R0 and G does not move this orbit. From the roots of the form Ei − Ej
twelve roots Ei − Ej, {i, j} ⊂ {1, 2, 3} or {i, j} ⊂ {3, 4, 5}, lie in different W(R0)-orbits and
form one G-orbit. This gives a subscheme in [Z(S)] isomorphic to A12. We have:
char [A12] = (12, 6, 6, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)
Other 18 roots of the same form also lie in different W(R0)-orbits and form another G-orbit.
This gives a subscheme in [Z(S)] isomorphic to A18. We have:
char [A18] = (18, 6, 0, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)
It is the full list of orbits. 
After calculations with characters of symmetric powers one can obtain that a subspace gen-
erated by 1, V , V 2, V 3, V 4, Sym2V , Sym3V ,Sym4V , Sym2V ×Sym2V , Sym2V ×V , Sym2V ×V 2,
Sym3V × V does not contain [Z]. The situation changes when we add the class [A].
Theorem 5.29. Let S be any singular cubic surface with one singularity of type A2. The
following relation is a beautiful formula (i.e. it holds in K0[Vark]) of degree 4 for S with the
LLSvS variety Z(S) and the variety A(S) of lines passing through the singular point:
L4[Z(S)] = [S(4)]− (1− L+ L2)[S(3)]− L[S][S(2)] + (L+ L2 + L3)[S2]−(5.20)
− L2[S(2)]− (L+ 2L3 + L5)[S] + L2 + L3 + L4[A(S)] + L5 + L6.
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Proof. Consider the set of geometric points of A. It has twoS3×S3-orbits. Denote by A9 ⊂ A
(2)
the variety of unordered pairs of points on A lying in the different S3 × S3-orbits. The
variety A(2) as a G-set has three G-orbits:
(1) The orbit formed by pairs of equal points. This G-orbit is isomorphic to the G-set A.
(2) The orbit formed by pairs of different points in the same S3 ×S3-orbit. This G-orbit
is also isomorphic to the G-set A.
(3) The orbit formed by pairs of different points in different S3 ×S3-orbits. This G-orbit
is isomorphic to the G-set A9.
We have:
(5.21) Burn(G) ∋ [A(2)] = [A] + [A] + [A9].
The variety A(3) as a G-set has five orbits:
(1) The orbit formed by triples of equal points. This G-orbit is isomorphic to the G-set A.
(2) The orbit formed by triples of two equal points and one other point in the same S3×S3-
orbit. This G-orbit is isomorphic to the G-set A12.
(3) The orbit formed by triples of two equal points and one other point lying in different
S3 ×S3-orbits. This G-orbit is isomorphic to the G-set A18.
(4) The orbit formed by triples of three different points in the same S3 × S3-orbit. This
G-orbit is the G-set K.
(5) The orbit formed by triples of three different points with one of them in the other
S3 ×S3-orbit. This G-orbit is isomorphic to the G-set A18.
We have:
(5.22) Burn(G) ∋ [A(3)] = [K] + 2[A18] + [A12] + [A].
The similar analysis shows that:
(5.23) Burn(G) ∋ [A(4)] = 4[A] + 2[A9] + [A12] + [A18] + [A][A9].
The symmetric powers of K is much simpler:
Burn(G) ∋ [K(2)] = [K] + 1,
Burn(G) ∋ [K(3)] = [K] + [K],
Burn(G) ∋ [K(4)] = [K] + [K] + 1.
We also need:
Burn(G) ∋ [A2] = [A] + [A12] + [A18],
Burn(G) ∋ [Kn] = 2n−1[K].
Substitution of all the above expressions in Equation (5.20) gives (2[A18] − [K][A18])L
4. But
the G-sets A18 ⊔ A18 and K × A18 are isomorphic. So Equation (5.20) holds in K0[Vark]. 
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Appendix
Table 1. Character table for the Weyl group of type E6
Class 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25
Order 1 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 5 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 8 9 10 12 12
p = 2 1 1 1 1 1 6 7 8 3 4 4 4 13 6 7 7 8 8 7 8 9 22 13 19 14
p = 3 1 2 3 4 5 1 1 1 9 10 11 12 13 3 3 2 3 2 4 5 21 6 23 10 9
p = 5 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 2 24 25
χ1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
χ2 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 1
χ3 6 4 -2 2 0 -3 3 0 2 -2 2 0 1 1 1 1 -2 -2 -1 0 0 0 -1 1 -1
χ4 6 -4 -2 2 0 -3 3 0 2 2 -2 0 1 1 1 -1 -2 2 -1 0 0 0 1 -1 -1
χ5 10 0 -6 2 0 1 -2 4 2 0 0 -2 0 -3 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 -1
χ6 15 -5 7 3 -1 -3 0 3 -1 -3 1 1 0 1 -2 -2 1 1 0 -1 1 0 0 0 -1
χ7 15 -5 -1 -1 3 6 3 0 3 -1 -1 -1 0 2 -1 1 2 -2 -1 0 1 0 0 -1 0
χ8 15 5 7 3 1 -3 0 3 -1 3 -1 1 0 1 -2 2 1 -1 0 1 -1 0 0 0 -1
χ9 15 5 -1 -1 -3 6 3 0 3 1 1 -1 0 2 -1 -1 2 2 -1 0 -1 0 0 1 0
χ10 20 10 4 4 2 2 5 -1 0 2 2 0 0 -2 1 1 1 1 1 -1 0 -1 0 -1 0
χ11 20 -10 4 4 -2 2 5 -1 0 -2 -2 0 0 -2 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 0 -1 0 1 0
χ12 20 0 4 -4 0 -7 2 2 4 0 0 0 0 1 -2 0 -2 0 2 0 0 -1 0 0 1
χ13 24 4 8 0 4 6 0 3 0 0 0 0 -1 2 2 -2 -1 1 0 1 0 0 -1 0 0
χ14 24 -4 8 0 -4 6 0 3 0 0 0 0 -1 2 2 2 -1 -1 0 -1 0 0 1 0 0
χ15 30 -10 -10 2 2 3 3 3 -2 4 0 0 0 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 0 0 0 1 1
χ16 30 10 -10 2 -2 3 3 3 -2 -4 0 0 0 -1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 0 0 0 -1 1
χ17 60 10 -4 4 2 6 -3 -3 0 -2 -2 0 0 2 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 0 0 0 1 0
χ18 60 -10 -4 4 -2 6 -3 -3 0 2 2 0 0 2 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 0 0 0 -1 0
χ19 60 0 12 4 0 -3 -6 0 4 0 0 0 0 -3 0 0 0 0 -2 0 0 0 0 0 1
χ20 64 16 0 0 0 -8 4 -2 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 -2 0 -2 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
χ21 64 -16 0 0 0 -8 4 -2 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 1 -1 0 0
χ22 80 0 -16 0 0 -10 -4 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0
χ23 81 9 9 -3 -3 0 0 0 -3 3 -1 -1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 -1 0 0
χ24 81 -9 9 -3 3 0 0 0 -3 -3 1 -1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 1 0 0
χ25 90 0 -6 -6 0 9 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 -3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1
Table 2. Character table for G = Z2 ⋉ (S3 × S3) ⊂ S6
Class ( ) (56) (456) (23)(56) (23)(456) (123)(456) (14)(25)(36) (14)(2536) (142536)
χ1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
χ2 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1
χ3 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1
χ4 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1
χ5 2 0 2 -2 0 2 0 0 0
χ6 4 -2 1 0 1 -2 0 0 0
χ7 4 0 -2 0 0 1 -2 0 1
χ8 4 0 -2 0 0 1 2 0 -1
χ9 4 2 1 0 -1 -2 0 0 0
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Summary of S-Z(S) relations. Let us summarize all the forms of the S-Z(S) relation on
one page.
5.2.3. The relations in Sym-form. For smooth cubic surfaces in K0(ChowQ) we have, Theo-
rem 5.16:
L4[Z(S)] = [S(4)]− (1− L+ L2)[S(3)]− L[S][S(2)] + (L+ L2 + L3)[S2]
− 2L2[S(2)]− (L− L2 + L3 − L4 + L5)[S] + (L2 + L4 + L6).
In the case of singular cubic surfaces with exactly one singular point and this point is a
rational double point singularity of type A1 we have in K0[Vark], Theorem 5.24:
L4[Z(S)] = [S(4)]− (1− L+ L2)[S(3)]− L[S][S(2)] + (L+ L2 + L3)[S2]
− L2[S(2)]− (L+ 2L3 + L5)[S] + (L2 + L3 + L4 + L5 + L6).
In the case of singular cubic surfaces with exactly one singular point and this point is a
rational double point singularity of type A2 we have in K0[Vark], Theorem 5.29:
L4[Z(S)] = [S(4)]− (1− L+ L2)[S(3)]− L[S][S(2)] + (L+ L2 + L3)[S2]
− L2[S(2)]− (L+ 2L3 + L5)[S] + L2 + L3 + L4[A(S)] + L5 + L6.
For smooth cubic fourfolds hypothetical formula in K0[Vark]:
L4[Z(Y )] = [Y (4)]− (1 + L2 + L4)[Y (3)] + L2[Y ][Y (2)]− (L2 + L6)[Y 2]
+ L4[Y (2)]− (L2 + L6 + L10)[Y ].
5.2.4. The relations in Hilb-form. For smooth cubic surfaces in K0(ChowQ) we have, Theo-
rem 5.16:
L4[Z(S)] = [S [4]]− (1− L+ L2)[S [3]]− 2L[S][S [2]] + (2L+ L2 + 2L3)[S2]
− 3L2[S [2]]− (L− 2L2 − 2L4 + L5)[S] + (L2 + L4 + L6).
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